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Unique galvanised steel 
A Cassese world exclusivity, 

to protect flexipoints against rust
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to protect flexipoints against rust

Special dry adhesive
Designed not to leave residue into the 

shooting head, to prevent from gun jamming
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Unique Galvanised steel 
A Cassese world exclusivity,

to protect flexipoints against rust

Special dry adhesive
Designed not to leave residue into the 

shooting head, to prevent from gun jamming

Easy bending 
Thanks to a unique and patented steel alloy 

that can be bent many times without breaking

Easy bending 
Thanks to a unique and patented steel alloy 

that can be bent many times without breaking

Compatible with almost all flexiguns
Its universal design (originally invented by Cassese)
makes it fit most brands of flexiguns (excl. Fletcher)

Fits all brands of flexiguns
Thanks to its new design “Arrow” 

shape, it can be loaded in all brands 
of flexiguns of the market (manual or 

pneumatic), including Fletcher

A unique metal providing a perfect 
hardness with only 0.40mm thickness.

Ideal when there is no need to re-open 
the back of the frames (for definitive fixing)

Wider, larger and thicker than regular 
15mm flexipoints... but still flexible!

Give safer and maximum resistance and support 
to heavy and big frames, mirrors and poster frames

No need to buy a new gun
Thanks to its thickness of 0.40mm 
(same as a regular flexipoint), the 

Cassese rigid point can fit most brands 
of manual or pneumatic flexiguns 

Economical
Thanks to its larger size and higher 
resistance, 1 single 25mm flexipoint 

can easily replace minimum 
4 pieces of 15mm flexipoints

Produced in rigid strips
Easy to handle and load into guns.

Prevent them from breaking inside their box

Produced in rigid strips
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Produced in rigid strips
Easy to handle and load into guns.

Prevent them from breaking inside their box

For removable back or definitive fixing
25mm flexipoints can be used either :
- for photo frames (removable back)
- for picture frames (definitive fixing)
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Galvanised 

steel

Dry

adhesive

Spring
loaded

No dust 

& Quiet 

Easy

to handle

Produced in 

rigid strips

FLEXIPOINTS & RIGID POINTS
FLEXIPOINTS 15-25MM & RIGID POINTS 15MM

Flexipoints 15mm

Rigid points 15mm

Arrow flexipoints 
15mm

Flexipoints 25mm

*Available in 2 colours :
- Black (15,000 pcs/box or 80,000pcs/box)
- Silver (80,000 pcs/box only)

*Available only in black colour
(3,400 pcs/box)

*Available only in silver colour
(10,000 pcs/box)

*Available in 2 colours : black and silver
(3,000 pcs/box)

Flexi and rigid points can 
be used on wood, MDF 
and plastic mouldings
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